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Résumé: Située entre le romano°catholicisme, le protestantisme et l’orthodoxie, la théologie
anglicane a adopté au cours de l’histoire une conception de gouvernance d’«église plus
compréhensive» dans laquelle le nominalisme protestant, la communauté catholique et la
tradition orthodoxe coexistent aussi difficile que puisse être cette coexistence. Or, en ce moment,
partout dans le monde, la communauté anglicane subit le contrecoup d’une crise de la
légitimation ouverte par les débats sur la sexualité et nourrie par des conceptions divergentes
sur la vérité et la foi dans un monde de plus en plus divisé en «trois vitesses» (post°nationale
et postmoderne, nationale et moderne et, aussi, pré°tribale et tribale). 

Cette étude articule un modèle de légitimation (qui réunit les éléments d’un mystère de
l’appréhension personnelle et ceux d’un processus critique de rationalisation ainsi que
l’appréciation de l’autorité de la communauté relative à la tradition anglicane opposée à un
processus de la synthèse théologique prophétique) qui décrit comment un croyant anglican
(dont le meilleur exemple est l’archevêque de Canterbury, Rowan Williams) peut l’utiliser,
à partir de chacun de ces domaines, en vue de la perception et du jugement pertinent des
phénomènes. 

Keywords: Anglican Theology, Anglican Communion, Legitimation, Personal Construct
Psychology, Church of England, Episcopal Church of the USA.

“There are friendships merely for pleasure, some for
the exchange of ideas. 
Rarest are those friends of one’s inmost self.” 

Balthasar Gracian

Introduction

In a provocative article, “Machiavelli Goes to Church: The Anglican Ethos and the Power
of the Prince”, John Richardson of Celmsford (England) argues that however difficult the
project, Anglicanism as an idea and embodied ethic must be re°construed be as an identifiable
body of belief. This goes against the nominal tradition of how Anglicanism has come to be
defined in the modern culture, by vagueness:
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At the recent Study Day on the nature of Anglicanism… one of the major problems,
acknowledged in the plenary session, was that the day had proceeded without
defining Anglicanism itself in a theologically or historically coherent way. We had thus
been talking about Anglicans and Anglicanism without ever agreeing exactly what we
were talking about – which some would argue is the whole point of being an Anglican.
Yet the definition of Anglicanism is one of the most urgent problems facing us today.
The rules of a game determine who is actually playing it, and so the definition of
Anglicanism, even when it consists of unexamined assumptions, will define who can
play the Anglican game and who will be sent off the field. Definitions of this sort matter
most to those on the fringes.1

How can it then be defined? Richardson points first to the historical fact of the “Church
of England” [emphasis in original] history as a national church:

The English Reformers clearly thought they were dealing in Universal truths, but
regarding the application of those truths they set out to legislate to no one but ‘our own
people only’. Hence in the same vein Article XXIV states, “It is not necessary that
Traditions and Ceremonies be in all places one, and utterly like; for at all times they
have been divers, and may be changed according to the diversities of countries, times,
and men’s manners, so that nothing be ordained against God’s word.” [emphasis in
original]

Then he deals with the tensioned activity of mediation that “the Anglican ethos”
embodies:

The true genius of Anglicanism was thereby avoiding the absolutist claims to truth
represented by both the church of Rome and some reforming groups in the sixteenth
century, whilst simultaneously anchoring itself to an absolute standard of truth in the
Bible. The Church of England did not claim to know everything, nor did it claim to
legislate for everyone, but it did claim to know where truth lay, and sought to apply
those truths in its own sphere of responsibility. Hence we may say that the
much°vaunted Anglican ethos is not be uncommitted to anything, but is a commitment
to being in fellowship with the whole church in every time and place and a
commitment to the truths recovered at the Reformation. 

The balance of Richardson’s essay concerns the Machiavellianism of the crown vis°à°vis
the Church that led to both the frustration of the Puritans – who departed for America – and
the designs of Rome to recapture Britain for the Pope. But the famed Elizabethan Settlement
(as reflected in the 1662 Book of Common Prayer and of which Anglican divine Richard
Hooker had been the main interpreter) allowed for political expediency and the basis for
peaceful flourishing, if not absolute national dominance, of the Church in England. The modern
result of all this theological “tinkerings of 1662” was both a mentality of “moderation in all
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things” for the Catholic wing and schism among the Evangelical wing, if I read Richardson
correctly. He states:

the nett [sic] outcome was a Church which is still, both in its structures and its ethos,
designed to fulfil the requirements of Machiavellian politics – namely that it should
thrive without threatening. Fundamental to achieving this outcome has been the subtle
and not°so°subtle ejection of dissidents. The Church of England imagines itself to be
the home of moderation by some genius of its own, when in fact it is simply fulfilling
the wishes of dead monarchs. Meanwhile, what could have been its brightest and best
have left home to become rebellious children.

Richardson is writing of the rebellion of the Puritan wing of the Church against a complacent
Anglo°Catholic center2, but what he marks as the “best and brightest” of the rebels could now
be equally applied to the gay activists in the Church seeking legitimation today. So, his call
for evangelists to resist the “wetness” of the “soggy” center when confronted by attacks of
the secularists upon the “purity” of the “received faith” could, I posit, equally apply to all who
care for the Church. “The key to our continuing what they started is for us to recover their
theological vision and to apply it with conviction in our context; not frightened by our rulers
but obedient to our Lord. The Prince is dead – long live the King!”. But what are the contents
of the “vision” articulated, and how to we best “apply it with conviction to our context?”3 That
is what this essay seeks to propose, however imperfectly. It, in its own small way, hopes to
show a methodology of mediating between the often°abstract nature of “God’s demands” and
the often°pressing innate senses of rightness extant within our “en°culturated bodies” in the
Church (gay and straight, married and single, majority°culture or minority culture, Protestant
or Catholic)4 as best exemplified by the Archbishop of Canterbury, Rowan Williams. My spirit
of approach, both in this essay and in my life work, is the primary importance of being saved,
if such a thing is possible, within a community wise enough to see the value of an incorporated
questioning “loyal opposition”. As Thomas B. Woodward has stated, “the solution is for us
all to act like Anglicans, acknowledging deep divisions about matters close to our hearts and
our understanding of public morals and committing ourselves to living with these divisions.”5

Re°construing the Reasonable Model of Anglican Thinking6

The famous “three°legged stool” analogy of Hooker7 (in which the three elements of Church
belief (scripture, tradition and reason / experience, replicating what has come to been seen as
the Puritan, Catholic and Broad Church traditions within the Communion) can be seen, at least
by some, as a series of “checks and balances” on theological excess8. Herein, I am more
interested in articulating how a reasoning believer in the Anglican tradition might consider
approaching stasis°points of engagement and decision, both on a personal and social°role basis
from within a modified and expanded form of the classical Aristotelian conception of ethos.
First, the personal°engagement basis of an “ideal type” of Anglican believer (and, by extension,
Church community) can be elaborated thusly:
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1. As an “intuitive seeker”, responding “naturally” to life and God; being guided by, in
Cartesian terms, lumen naturalis or “the light of nature”, that, in Lafluer’s words, is
“a [naturally occurring] mental faculty given to man by God for the immediate
apprehension of [intellectual] truth” (in Descartes, Meditations, xiii). It is from this part
of its historic dogmatic ethos (which embraces both the individual believer’s and the
Church’s humane desire for commonality) that consubstantiation with the life of its
members for each other and for God’s embrace is made possible. Such intuitive
perceiving allows it and its individual believers to respond to this same emotive, narrative
quality extant throughout human history.

2. As a “logical thinker” wishing to understand life and God via abstract models. If intuition
is the “substance” of the Church’s construing process, this “logical” element provides
the structure, or doctrines, for the construing process in its theology. In his or her search
for “good reasons” why one believes as he does about Biblical exegesis, abstract
evaluative discourses for employment in evaluating subsequent theological efforts will
be inevitably created, whether through hermeneutical approaches, semiotic approaches,
or literary methodologies.

3. As an “intuitive believer” attempting to employ commonsensical grounds, or practical
“certitude” about life and God, in applying theological precepts within individual
life°processes. Traditional church belief structures achieve this stance by appealing to
that intuitive knowledge we all possess (e.g., how can the finite understand the infinite?)
and the “taken for granted” assumptions it forms (because of our common feelings about
God vis°à°vis our human experience in this world) in performing pastoral acts of
instructing penitents. From within such a theological framework, the Church seeks to
remedy angst on the part of individual believers in the modern age by a marrying of
both Greco°Roman and empirical “natural law” with a re°orientation of “purpose” to
the will of God, sometimes (but not always) aligned with overall human flourishing9.
In the serving of this goal, the Anglican Church has usually sought to embrace other
“ways of knowing” beside (or even above) the “objectivism” of science in approaching
toward the “true” knowledge of God10.

4. As a “logical believer” seeking to integrate this untested “common°sense” grounding
against what tested “good sense” knowledge science can properly provide. Yet, in so
doing, we cannot avoid questioning the approaches and assumptions of competing
theological systems, with an eye to uncovering their common “factual” agreements. It
is this realization that allows Anglican belief its well°known toleration of “error” in the
service of seeking truth, as well as to its (usually) confident openness to interfaith /
ecumenical dialogue. 

From these axes, one can better observe how an ideal Anglican believer functions as 
an individual “reader” and “critic” of scripture, tradition and reason / experience, dialectically
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mediating the “logos”, thinking part of his or her intellect with his natural “feeling” self through
the actions of his connate, synthetic, “acting” self; his personal ethos. By this process, however,
I do not mean to suggest that a believer’s “logical” and “emotional” selves are separate entities;
rather, my intention is to show how he or she can holistically function as a complete
“personality” in the process of spiritual growth.

It is from the vantage point of this Aristotelian model that I now turn to the development
of the second level of the model that will help to reveal the making of theological arguments
from within specific social/cultural ecclesiastical roles proceeding from a hermeneutical
understanding of both texts and traditions. 

From Personal Belief to Communal Embodiment of Theological Ideals

As the above personal°engagement model of theological understanding indicates,
Hooker’s theological concept of the “three°legged stool” has its grounding within an ethos
revealed in the feeling, thinking and acting processes of each Anglican believer, posed between
diverse forms of legitimation11. Nevertheless, for the purposes of explicating the varied, if
somewhat artificial social “roles” laity and clergy from within the three levels of authority (i.e.,
deacons, priests and bishops) perform in their perceptive and creative encounters with theology,
an appropriate rhetorical model would reveal the process by which the individual ethos of a
divine is transformed into a social ethos; a Churchman engaging the culture in a social sphere
of discourse12. I believe this can most profitably be uncovered via a social°role model
representing an individual ethos struggling to grow and become socially validated as an
authority within a community. 

To begin this consideration, we can see (as in the development of the personal°engagement
that an individual believer’s unified “ethos” forms the center, a center that is placed at the
intersection of his “core” and “superordinal” constructs13. Beginning on the “logical”
superordinate plane, Kelly argues, “the deeply anxious person has lost the serenity that comes
from having a philosophical [or theological] position that readily translates itself into everyday
living. He is confronted with a changing scene, but he has no [logical] guide to carry him
through the transition” (496). Thus, on the “logical” philosophical plane, we can consider that
a typical believer mediates between “anxiety”, wherein it is comprehended that social events
are occurring which cannot be organized by his or her theological construct system; and serene
“certainty”, wherein the believer feels that he or she can make theological sense of most any
possible situation. In a state of “anxiety”, a believer’s superordinate construct is both too tight
and impermeable, wherein the expectations obtained are accurate within a small sphere, but
they do not weather change well or they are too “loose” and disorganized to give any guide
to future moral behavior. Conversely, on the other, “certain” end of the scale, a believer’s
superordinate construct is, at once, flexible and permeable enough to adapt to “change” and
its inherent moral ambiguity well, but resilient enough to retain some predictive value, some
logical utility, as an anchor to the person in his or her spiritual growth process.

An Anglican believer, however, is not just a logical, philosophical being: he or she also
feels life’s experiences and often finds him or herself intuitively responding, “identifying” with
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situations, as Anglican theologian Ian Ramsey says, “without thinking about it”. For
example, a literary passage, painting or other person may (for no immediately apparent “logical”
reason) touch the believer deeply, changing the way he or she “sees” the ethical gestalt of a
life°situation. As Ramsey states, in such contexts “the pin drops” and the totality of the scene
irreversibly changes. Referring to such emotionally charged states as “core” constructs, Kelly
states that they are constructs “which govern a person’s maintenance processes°that is, those
by which he maintains his identity and existence” (482). Being so central to a person’s being,
a core construct is thus elemental to a believer’s religious faith, for it is something that exists
beyond logic, i.e., it is grounded in the “pathos” of being, the intuitive self. How, then, might
a believer “construe” on such an inward level of spiritual awareness?

If a believer is intuitively aware that life’s events are forcing a change in this foundational
“faith”, one can be sure he or she will experience either ”threat” (which Kelly defines as the
apprehension of imminent comprehensive change in one’s core reality structure) or, if the
imminent change is more limited or incidental to one’s felt core construct of being, “fear”.
These adverse “emotional” responses to new projected challenges vis°à°vis accepted belief
can exist in spite of a strong “logical” attraction towards the emerging°belief prospect14.
Conversely, in situations in which a believer faces an imminent, but limited, change in his or
her core faith construct “fear” results. The factor that determines whether a situation is perceived
as threatening or fearful to a person is the perceived degree of possible change to his or her
core structure. 

It is important to recognize at this juncture that an ethos not only perceives within a personal
construct system, he or she acts out of this construed reality from within a socially contained
“role” (such as a lay person or a clerical one). Thus, such a cultural°role critical°engagement
model needs to include vectors of action as well as of perception. Kelly provides for this realm
of individual and social action via his key “dimensions of transition” constructs of
“aggressiveness” and “hostility”. Within the context of Personal Construct Theory, these terms
possess rather distinct and special meanings. “Aggressiveness”, for example, is defined by Kelly
as a positive “active elaboration of one’s perceptual field” (508). The “aggressive: believer,
according to Kelly, is seeking to expand the social applicability of his or her personal construct
and theological system, so to grow in ability to meet changing external realities, without
“endangering” foundations of faith. Such “innovative” believers

are distinguished by their greater tendency to set up choice points in their lives and then
to make their elaborative choices. They are always precipitating themselves and others
into situations which require decision and action. . . . 

Within the realm of the individual there are those areas in which he is likely to be
more aggressive than in others. These are the areas in which the person “does things”
[…]. Within such areas the person appears to be neither shy nor lazy. He moves through
them with initiative and relative freedom. (508–09)

Thus, unlike many other psychologists, Kelly sees “aggressiveness” as a positive,
creative outcome of the logical and intuitive tensions of construing life. However, this is not
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to say that Kelly does not realize that the perceptual nexus of these forces in the person can
result in negative outcomes, for they often do. For example, a believer may repeatedly try to
enact and elaborate socially invalidated theological constructs, an enactment that results in
personal retrenchment and self°imprisonment. This negative aggressiveness is, to Kelly,
properly defined as “hostility”, wherein a person continually attempts “to extort validational
evidence in favor of a type of social prediction that has already proved itself a failure” (510).
A properly “aggressive” believer, when faced with a situation in which his or her theological
construing system repeatedly fails, will admit either that he or she has misconstrued the elements
(for Anglicans, scripture, tradition or reason / experience) of the situation, or that his or her
construct system needs repair. A “hostile” believer, on the other hand, will do what
Procrustes did, “always stretching his guests or cutting them down to a size to fit his bed”,
rather than providing a more appropriate bed (511). Herein, the hostile believer makes others
the victims of his or her anxieties or threats in a vain attempt “to alter events […] to make them
conform to his [inadequate] original expectations” (511). In sum, we can conclude that
appropriately aggressive (or “courageous”) behavior is that behavior which is socially validated
to be a reasonable response to life’s perceptual tensions, whereas “hostile” behavior is
socially°invalidated behavior in which the too°individualistic believer insists upon performing
regardless of the larger consequences15. I argue that what is true for any person also is true
for any simple believer or sophisticated theologian. Thus, in performing their acts of analysis
and critique, believers can sometimes let their personal commitment to a theoretical
perspective turn into a dogmatic rejection of all other approaches or broader concerns. 

Therefore, any useful theological dialogue (both within and beyond denominational
boundaries) must deal with such core value orientations based upon socially derived value
hierarchies. The method articulated n this essay offers only one way of understanding how
well such Anglican believers can defend their own basic value orientations within a social
context. In this light, we need to remember that a believer is not only a solitary “multiple self”,
or “ethos”, but a social “ethos” as well. How deacons, priests and bishops play their “social
ethos” role in relation to their “solitary ethos” as simple believers will determine the amount
of “guilt” that results. (Kelly defines “guilt” as the “perception of one’s apparent dislodgment”
from his or her personal core role structure in the performance of social role functions. This
dislodgment could be construed by some as an specific estrangement between a unified ethos
and the outside world; however, I posit that it is more accurate to construe “guilt” as being
the result of estrangement between divided parts of the solitary self in which the believer has
incorporated certain dissonant socially°available constructs.

As I thus construe it, the social°cultural roles an Anglican believer performs are the
following:

1. “Analytic struggler” – In this role, the Anglican believer / leader demonstrates a critical
struggling (in her interpretations of individual passages of Biblical exegesis, Church
history and pastoral applications) between the emotional “fear” of either not finding
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useful antidotes to logical anxiety within, or, inappropriately embracing false certainties
out of the texts.

2. “Analytic witness” – In this role, the believer / leader demonstrates idiosyncratic
responses to individual passages of scripture or received tradition, without an eye to
generating a larger theological framework. From within this perspective, for example,
one can employ evaluative terminology of two different types: an individualistic
“hostile” vocabulary, or, on the other hand, she can employ explicit terms that reveal
sociality, i.e., intellectual “aggressiveness” or dialogue.

3. “Synthetic prophet” – In this role, the Anglican believer / leader demonstrates the
operation of his own critical°engagement construing system while he is simultaneously
seeking a system of superordinate constructs with which to better understand the
generalizable principles of all good religious texts, applicable in all times and in all
places, i.e., the “perennial philosophy”. When functioning in this persona, for
example, the vicar is not simply mediating fearfully between the logical personal anxiety
and certainty of finding the “right” interpretation of one piece of scripture for himself,
rather, she is dealing with the individually threatening possibility that he cannot construe
an appropriate critical hierarchy of constructs about dogma or doctrines that will be able
to withstand social scrutiny; thereby, she will see herself as failing to fulfill the social
roles of theological leadership expected.

4. “Synthetic theologian” – In this role, a believer / leader seeks to operate as a systematic
theologian, demonstrating an evaluative intention to promulgate a coherent system, or
school, of theological critique, which, in turn, will codify general rules of scriptural and
pastoral judgment which can be applied deductively to all future interpretations of the
traditional texts and homiletics. If her theological constructions do not measure up to
his individually°set standards of coherence and utility, however, the theologian will
experience “guilt”, a guilt that will prevent him from functioning with appropriate
“courage” in the social sphere. Conversely, the more this goal of comprehensive
theological coherence is achieved, the individual guilt will be lessened and the social
courage emboldened.

From such a model of analysis and synthesis, we can now better understand how an
Anglican believer can be seen to internally apply the classic Hooker “three°legged stool” model
to obtain spiritual growth, and then productively act in the spirit, facing the world16. In “The
Challenge and Hope of Being an Anglican Today”, Archbishop Rowan Williams17 notes that
the demand upon all Anglican believers today is to discover whether there is either “a unity
underneath what seems to be an ambiguity”, within applied Anglican belief, or conversely,
“ambiguity underneath the surface ambiguity” in our Church communion, a Communion that,
in his words, should be thought firstly as a lived, experienced means of transformation, and
only secondly as a system of thought18. While a detailed analysis of the texts produced by the
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current Archbishop of Canterbury, Rowan Williams, would be necessary to empirically prove
the thesis, I would tentatively suggest that his mode of thought (both on a personal°engagement
level and on a critical°engagement social level) reveals the “ideal type” of Anglican believer
wrestling with the complex issues posed to the Anglican Communion within a setting of a 21st

century “Global Christianity”19. It is my earnest hope his encompassing mode of ecumenical
thinking20 and a “generous orthodoxy”21 marked by a communal desire for growing together
in holy friendship can be embraced by all interlocutors within the far°flung, now too°often
divisive, Anglican Communion22.
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congruity of reason over°rule all other inferior judgments whatsoever” (Laws, Book V, 8:2; Folger Edition
2:39,8–14). In “Scripture, Tradition and Reason – Hooker’s Supposed 3°Legged Stool” (Available at http://
www.episcopalian.org/pbs1928/Articles/Hooker’s%20stool.htm, accessed 11 March, 2007). To be scrupulously
fair, Hooker’s meaning of the “reason” leg of the stool in particular, has had a traditionally “tight” relation in
Anglican thought to the other “legs” (scripture and tradition), as this is the only passage which seems to grant the
role of “reason” (as versus “the voice of the Church”) the modern interpretation now taken as the standard reading.

8 As best articulated by Rowan Williams, “Anglicanism” can best be defined and protected (amidst far°reaching
debates on the speed and depth of change within the Communion) as follows:
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The different components in our heritage can, up to a point, flourish in isolation from each other. But any
one of them pursued on its own would lead in a direction ultimately outside historic Anglicanism The
reformed concern may lead towards a looser form of ministerial order and a stronger emphasis on the sole,
unmediated authority of the Bible. The catholic concern may lead to a high doctrine of visible and structural
unification of the ordained ministry around a focal point. The cultural and intellectual concern may lead
to a style of Christian life aimed at giving spiritual depth to the general shape of the culture around and
de°emphasising revelation and history. Pursued far enough in isolation, each of these would lead to a different
place – to strict evangelical Protestantism, to Roman Catholicism, to religious liberalism. To accept that
each of these has a place in the church’s life and that they need each other means that the enthusiasts for
each aspect have to be prepared to live with certain tensions or even sacrifices – with a tradition of being
positive about a responsible critical approach to Scripture, with the anomalies of a historic ministry not
universally recognised in the Catholic world, with limits on the degree of adjustment to the culture and its
habits that is thought possible or acceptable. (“Challenge and Hope of Being an Anglican Today”)

9 See Christine Mason Sutherland, “Augustine, Ethos and the Integrative Nature of Christian Rhetoric,” RHETOR
(Canadian Society for the Study of Rhetoric) 1 (2004):1–18 (Available at http://engrwww.usask.ca/oldsite/dept/
techcomm/CSSR/rhetor/2004/sutherland.pdf, Accessed 10 March, 2007).

10 The Puritan wing of the Anglican Church forms a “tensioned antinomy” to this observation. One could say that,
however much Evangelical Protestants in the Church (and elsewhere) might decry the explicit positivistic scientific
worldview, their very insistence upon a “plain view” of scripture shows that they are indeed the (largely unknowing)
children of modern British empiricism.

11 In keeping with the foundations of Personal Construct Psychology, it must be understood that there is no true
dividing line between a believer construing intellectually or construing emotionally; he or she experiences
phenomena holistically.

12 Unlike the Roman Catholic Church (and many churches in the Anglican Communion itself) the American Episcopal
Church envisions an active governing role for the laity, a structural fact that complicates cross°Communion
agreement on doctrinal issues.

13 This technical language is derived from Kelly – with the “core” construct being grounded within the emotions,
and the “superordinal” constructs being grounded within the cognitive sphere, the nexus of which forms the
(hopefully) unified foundation upon which a unified ethos, i.e., a knowing being, is formed. 

14 This psychological process might explain, in part, why persons raised in a fundamentalist theological worldview,
Anglicans among them, are so reluctant to admit innovations in Church teachings and practice.

15 Compare the diverse way the actions of the (2003) elected openly gay Bishop of the Diocese of New Hampshire
in the US Episcopal Church, Gene Robinson, has been “read” within the Anglican Communion. Supporters have
usually understood his stance as an example of prophetic “courage,” detractors conversely understand his elevation
to (and acceptance of) a bishopric as a “hostile” attack on the very foundations of Anglican belief and practice.
(This author wonders how the situation would have been understood by each side if Robinson had noted his election
as valid and proper – given the rubric of American Anglicanism being unique within the Communion by having
independent Diocesan governance structures – but then renounced it, not in capitulation of his positive, if idealistic,
beliefs about the role of gay persons in the Church, but in realistic recognition of the fallen state of the current
Church Communion in regards to the issue.) This vexing matter has been extended and amplified by the subsequent
election of Mary D. Glasspool as Bishop Suffragan of the Episcopal Diocese of Los Angeles in December, 2009,
and poignantly rendered in Bishop Robinson’s recent decision to retire early (in 2013), in part due to the
still°unresolved debate in the Communion (see Goodstein, Laurie, “First Openly Gay Episcopal Bishop to Retire”
New York Times 6 November, 2010, available at http://www.nytimes.com/2010/11/07/us/07bishop.html?_r=1,
accessed 8 November, 2010).

16 As John K. Stafford has remarked in “Scripture and the Generous Hermeneutic of Richard Hooker” Anglican
Theological Review (Fall, 2002):

The distinctive position of Hooker offered both freedom and discipline for a church entering the new age
of critical method. Now, for the same church entering the post°critical age, Hooker’s sane and generous
scriptural hermeneutic can again help to give voice to the church’s proclamation without the need to abandon
either a critical spirit or a high view of the sufficiency of Scripture. One is not always bound to be comforted
by the message of Scripture, but it cannot be ignored. (Available at http://www.findarticles.com/
p/articles/mi_qa3818/is_200210/ai_n9137403/print, accessed 10 March, 2007).
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17 Elected Archbishop of Canterbury in 2002, the titular spiritual head of the worldwide Anglican Communion (but
holding no powers of governance over individual provinces save his own in England), Rowan Williams is widely
seen as one of the most intellectually and spiritually gifted persons to be elevated to the post in recent decades.
As noted on the eve of his election by David S. Cunningham (“Living the Questions: The Converging Worlds of
Rowan Williams,” Christian Century April 24, 2002):

Williams has an unusual ability to hold together elements and perspectives that many Christians assume
are mutually exclusive. For example, he studies the Fathers of the church, and is convinced of their continuing
relevance today, but he is also a tireless advocate for a more “progressive” ecclesiastical order, including
the ordination of women and greater inclusion of gay and lesbian Christians. He is a powerful member of
the hierarchy of the Anglican Church, but he is passionately committed to ecumenism, and particularly
persuaded of the riches of Eastern Orthodoxy. He is a rigorous historian whose writings are attentive to
the most technical details, but he is also a popular preacher and a published poet. His theological convictions
point toward something very much like pacifism, yet he remains actively engaged in conversations with
the structures of the British nation°state. Perhaps the reason he is able to hold all these elements together
is that he is a very patient person – willing to dwell deeply within the questions, rather than to rush toward
quick and easy resolutions. His theological writings often leave readers with more questions than they had
when they began. I asked him about his theological style, his chief influences, his theological commitments
and his concerns and hopes for the church. (Available at http://www.findarticles.com/p/articles/
mi_m1058/is_9_119/ai_86046828/print, accessed 10 March, 2007).

18 In a widely misunderstood interview with Dutch journalist Wim Houtman (“The Church is not Inclusive,” 19
August, 2006) Rowan Williams pointed to the invitation to risk implicit in the Church’s teaching:

“Welcome is. We welcome people into the Church, we say: ‘You can come in, and that decision will change
you.’ We don’t say: ‘Come in and we ask no questions.’ I do believe conversion means conversion of habits,
behaviours, ideas, emotions. The boundaries are determined by what it means to be loyal to Jesus Christ.
That means to display in all things the mind of Christ. Paul is always saying this in his letters: Ethics is
not a matter of a set of abstract rules, it is a matter of living the mind of Christ […]. Maybe because in the
West we have perceived Christianity as a system rather than a life [this viewpoint he sees as problematic].
That is one of the things I have learned from my contacts with the Eastern Orthodox Church: belief is first
of all a life and then a system.” (Available at http://www.nd.nl/htm/dossier/seksualiteit/artikelen/
060819eb.htm, accessed 10 March, 2007).

19 See Philip Jenkins, The Next Christendom: The Coming of Global Christianity (New York: Oxford UP, 2002),
in which he argues that “Southern Christianity” (that is, Christianity as seen from the “Global South,” were
“traditionalist” churches are dominant) are growing in size, versus as in the “Global North,” where the “liberal”
churches (such as the Anglican Churches in England and America) are shrinking in size. While I don’t necessarily
hold to his “Huntingtonesque” view of a nearly inevitable worldwide cultural clash, I do accord with his view that
this is the social dynamic that is increasing the power and influence of “fundamentalist” versions of Christianity
globally.

20 In my view, it seems the key to delineating between constructive and destructive modes of religious thinking is
predicated upon the psychological mindset of the believer. Following the “account making system” provided by
communication ethicist Karen Joy Greenberg, there are “asocial” individuals (who “define their boundaries by
delegitimizing public constructs” of meanings and values, leading to actions based either upon self°evident facts
or reasoning, or as “required by… articles of faith”); “controvertible” individuals (who, opposite of the “asocial”
individual, define their boundaries by “delegitimizing private constructs” of meanings and values, much as a vowed
religious postulant to a receiving community would do); and, “ecumenical” individuals (who, unlike both “asocial”
and “controvertible” individuals seek to “define their boundaries by integrating public and private constructs” of
meaning). The ethical lives of “ecumenical” individuals are made most challenging in that they “strive for an
epistemic ‘mean’ and act as if, in the words of Aristotle, ‘[i]t is in the nature of moral qualities that they can be
destroyed by deficiency on the one hand and excess on the other’”. As occupants of a “tensioned center” of knowing,
“ecumenical” individuals are often subject to demands of liberation from “asocial” individuals or groups as well
as to demands of conformity by “controvertible” individuals or groups. Therefore, in Greenberg’s words, they “are
too often used as scapegoats” in return for their considerable efforts to understand everyone (“Communication
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Ethics as Tolerance, Understanding and Unity” Conversations on Communication Ethics, J. K. Greenberg [Ed.].
Norwood [NJ]: Ablex Publishing Corporation, 1991, pp. 87–107).

21 The term is presently employed by a group of “progressive”, “postconservative” Christian evangelicals who seek,
like Williams, to articulate such a humane, trans°denominational Christian pluralist theology of inquiry extant within
common modes of thought. See http://www.generousorthodoxy.net. 

22 As a good beginning on how such an educative program can be constructed, see Sue Singer, “Educating for
Commitment: Insights from Postmodernity” (http://www.religiouseducation.net/member/04_papers/singer.pdf).
First as an Anglican seeker, struggler believer and then priest, her explication of how one can marry passionate
belief and critical distance in the realm of both personal°life and social°role Christian actions parallel many of my
own ideas expressed herein.
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